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24 Easy Language Games 

Positive motivation: To ensure that all the learners take part, always 

award a “prize” to the learner/group with the highest number of 

points/tokens. 

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE VOCABULARY  

1. Word race 
Each learner receives a whiteboard and pen.  

How to play: 

The teacher writes a letter on the board, and the learners have to write words starting with the letter written on the 

board. The teacher sets criteria for the words, e.g. 4 letters or 5 letters etc. The leaner with the highest number of 

words, receives a token. 

Alternative:   a. Teacher provides a letter(s) the words must end in. 

b. Teacher provides phonics to be used in the words. 

 

2. Synonym race 

Each learner receives a whiteboard and pen.  

How to play: 

The teacher writes a word on the board, and learners have to write a synonym on their boards. If they write the correct 

synonym, they receive a token. 

 

3. Hangman 

How to play: 

The teacher writes a number of letters on the board using dashes to show many letters that are not written. The 

learners suggest a letter, or word. If the learner guesses a word correctly, he receives a token, or letters are filled in 

the correct spaces until the word is completed. The learner guessing the last letter to complete the word, receives a 

token. 

Alternative:  a. Write a number of words on the board, and cover certain letters with a smiley. Learners get 

the opportunity to guess the letter. Learners answering correctly receive a token and learner 

with highest number of tokens after a certain time, is the winner. 
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4. Chalkboard acronym 

Each learner receives a whiteboard and pen.  

How to play: 

The teacher writes a word vertically on the board. Each learner must come up with a word starting with each letter of 

the vertical word. Learners writing words correctly, receives tokens according to the number of words correctly spelt. 

 

5. Category vocabulary 

Each learner receives a whiteboard and pen.  

How to play: 

The teacher asks the learners to draw 2 – 6 columns on their whiteboards and provides the category to write at the 

top of each column, e.g. names, food, cities, verbs, clothing etc. Then the teacher chooses a random letter and writes 

it on the board. The learners write down words for each category that starts with that letter. Tokens are given 

according to number of words, or highest number of total number of words. 

 

6. Board race 

Divide the class in two or more groups, depending on the board space and number of learners in the class. 

How to play: 

The teacher draws columns (depending on the number of groups) on the board with a topic at the top. The learners 

must then write as many words as they can relating to the topic in the form of a relay race, each team wins one point 

for each correct word. Any words that are unreadable or misspelled are not counted.  

 

7. Directions 

Divide the class in 2 groups. 

How to play: 

The teacher shows a map (use google maps) indicating shops/towns on an interactive white board. A learner from 

group 1 stands in front of whiteboard and states his destination on the map. The teacher blindfolds the learner and 

places the interactive whiteboard pen in his hand. Learner starts to draw a route on the map with directions provided 

by his group. The group using the shortest time to provide directions to the end destination, is the winner.  

 

Alternative: a. Divide the learners in 2 groups. A learner from each group stands outside, while the learners in the class 

change their seating positions. Blindfold the 2 learners standing outside. Allow the learners to enter the classroom and 

the learners from that particular group provides directions to the blindfolded learners to find their best friends. The 
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best friends may not give directions. The groups provide directions such as turn around, turn left etc.  The winning 

group is the group with the learner finding his friend first.  

 

8. Vocabulary wall 

Divide class in 4 groups and stick flash cards on wall.  

How to play: 

Learners get the opportunity to move in 4 groups from wall to wall and select one word they know the translation to 

the home language. Learners receive the opportunity to show the class their words and provide the translations for 

each. Learners who translated the words correctly receive a token and learner with highest number of tokens after a 

specified period of time , is the winner. 

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE VOCABULARY AND SENTENCE 

CONSTRUCTION 

9. Crazy sentences 

Divide class in 2 groups. The learners make sentences with words shown to class on flash cards. For each word used 

correctly in sentence, individual learners receive tokens. Add together number of tokens in group to determine 

winning group.  

How to play: 

Show flash card with word to learner 1 in group 1. Learner makes a sentence with word, and if sentence is correct, 

learner receives a token. Place card on the board for all learners to see. 

Learner 2 in group 2 receives a flash card with a word. If the learner succeeds in making a sentence with the word on 

the flash card, he receives one token. If he makes a sentence with the word on his flash card plus with the word on 

the flash card on the board, he receives 2 tokens. Place learner 2’s flash card on the board.  

Learner 3 in group 1 receives flash card. If the learner makes sentences with the word on his flash card, he receives 1 

token, or if he includes flash card words placed on white board, he receives tokens for the number of words in the 

sentence. 

10. Ball/ balloon/cube and thumb game 
How to play: 

Write short questions on ball/balloon/cube, throw the ball/balloon/cube to a learner. The learner reads the question 

facing him and provides the answer. Learners answering correctly receive a token and learner with highest number of 

tokens after a specified period of time , is the winner. 
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GOAL: TO IMPROVE VISUAL MEMORY 

11. 10 Objects 

Each learner receives a whiteboard and pen.  

How to play: 

The teacher writes 10 words on the board, closes the board, and the learners have to write the words on their 

whiteboards. The learner with the highest number of words, receives a token. 

12. Close your eyes 
Divide the class into 2 groups. Each learner gets a turn to take part. For correct answers, the learner receives a token.  

How to play: 

Ask learner 1 in group 1 to look carefully at an object in class, e.g. notice board. After 1 minute, the learner closes his 

eyes, and the teacher asks a question regarding the object, e.g. “Is the time table on the notice board in black and 

white, or coloured”. If learner answers correctly, learner receives a token. 

Repeat with learner 2 in group 2. Add together number of tokens in the two groups to determine winning group. 

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE AUDITORY/VISUAL MEMORY 

13. Yes – stand, no - sit 
The game starts with all the learners standing 

How to play: 

The teacher makes a statement/write word on board, and if statement/word’s spelling is correct, the learners in class 

stay in standing position, or sit if incorrect. Learners answering correctly receive a token and learner with highest 

number of tokens after a specified period of time , is the winner. 

 

14. Name game 
How to play: 

Go round in a circle and ask the learners to say their name as well as one word beginning with the same letter as their 

name. When the next learner introduces himself, he must first tell the name the previous learner, quote the word the 

previous learner stated followed by his own name and a word starting with the same letter as his first name. Continue 

the game until the learners cannot remember all the words mentioned by previous learners.  

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE LANGUAGE FLUENCY 

15.Password 

Divide the class in 2 groups.  
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How to play: 

Place a chair in front of the white board facing the class. Learner 1 from group 1 sits on the chair facing the class. Write 

a word on the board and learners in group 1 must explain the word/give clues to the learner to enable the learner to 

provide/guess the word. The group may not use the word on the board in their explanation.  

The group receives a token if correct. Group with highest number of tokens wins.  

 

 

16. Guess the word 

Divide the class in 2 teams, team A and team B.  

How to play: 

Each team starts with 10 points. Two learners take turns to sit with their backs facing the white board. The teacher 

writes a word on the board. Team A provides their team member sitting at the board, with a clue. If he answers 

incorrectly, one point is deducted and team B provides their team member with a clue. The clues will continue until 

one of the team members sitting with their backs to the board, answers correctly. With each incorrect answer one 

point will be deducted from the team. The team with the highest number of points, will be the winner.  

 

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE READING SPEED 

17. Rock, paper scissors 

How to play: 

Place 4-10 word cards with or without pictures on the board with 2 learners facing the board. Learner 1 on the left 

starts to read the words from the left side, and learner 2 on the right hand side, starts to read words from the right 

hand side. When they meet in the middle, they play Rock, Paper Scissors to determine the winner. The number of 

words read do not play a role in establishing the winner.  

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE READING  

 

18. Big circle, small circle  
Three – 6 learners stand with the backs to each other in the middle inner circle and 3-6 learners face them in a bigger 

outer circle.  

How to play: 

Each learner receives a pack of cards with words/pictures on. Initially the learners in the small inner circle ask the 

learners opposite to them in the outer circle what they have in their hands. The learners in the outer circle will read 

the word/picture to the learners in the inner circle. The learners in the inner circle check if correct, and if correct they 
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change positions – the inner circle learner change to the outer circle and outer circle learner change to the inner circle. 

All the learners in the outer circle move one position to the right, thus learners in outer circle rotate while inner circle 

learners stay in same position. The learners in the inner circle will continue to ask the learners in the outer circle until 

all the learners had the opportunity to ask each other the question: What do you have in your hand?  

 

There isn’t a winner in this game. 

 

19. Charades 

How to play:  

Each learner receives a flashcard with a verb/picture of a verb and taking turns they silently act out verbs on the flash 

cards one by one. The other learners call out the secret word and the learner calling out the correct word, receives a 

token.  

Alternative: a. The teacher keeps all the flashcards, act out the verb and the learner to call out the word 

receives a token. The teacher places each word on the board to improve learners’ reading and vocabulary 

skills. 

 

 

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE WORD RECOGNITION 

20. I spy 

Hand “first 100 words” cards to all the learners.  

How to play: 

The teacher asks learners to find a specific word on the “First 100 words” card. The learner to find the word first, 

receives a token. The learner with the highest number of tokens after a specified period of time, is the winner. 

 

21. . S lam 
Divide learners in small groups of four and seat them around a table. A fifth learner is appointed as a leader of each 

group and they receive flash cards with words.  

How to play: 

The leader places five or more words in the middle of the table facing up and call out one of the words. The learners 

slam their hands onto the correct card, the learner whose hand is at the bottom of the pile, and therefore the fastest, 

wins and receives a token. The leader picks up the card called out in the previous round, and add a card to the middle 

of table.  
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22. Tic Tac Toe / Noughts and Crosses 

Learners are divided into 2 groups.  

How to play: 

The teacher draws lines on the board - 3 horizontal and 3 vertical lines to form a grid. The teacher places word cards 

in each block and learner 1 in group 1 reads a word. The word is removed from the grid, and the block is marked with 

a cross. Learner 1 in group 2 gets opportunity to read a word in a block, the teacher removes the word and marks with 

a circle. The strategy of each group should be to get either 3 crosses or 3 circles in a straight line. Should a learner fail 

to read the word, the word stays in the grid, and that group will miss the opportunity to get a cross/circle.   

 

GOAL: TO IMPROVE LISTENING SKILLS 

23 Teacher says: 
How to play: 

The teachers stands in the front of the class and explains to the learners that they should do what they are told to, 

only when the instruction starts with the words: “the teacher says”. Learners doing the activity without the prefix: 

“the teacher says”, will be eliminated and sits. Initially all the learners stand and when they act without the prefix: 

“the teacher says” they should sit. The learner remaining as the only learner standing is the winner. E.g. teacher says: 

Touch your knees, or sit under the chair etc. Learners doing the incorrect action should also sit.  Learners can also play 

the game with each other.  

 

GOAL: TO HAVE FUN 

24 Paper planes 

4-6 learners receive a sheet of paper with a pen – they form the inner circle. 4-6 other learners form the outer circle 

in the front of the class. 

 

How to play: 

The teacher asks the learners with the sheet of paper to write 3 words on the paper, e.g. their favourite animal, 

favourite food and favourite activity. They fold the paper into a plane and stand in the inner circle when throwing the 

planes to the learners in the outer circle. Learners pick up plane nearest to them and read the words to the class. The 

learners in the class get the opportunity to guess who wrote what. This game does not have a winner.  

 


